65" Digital Projection Television

Key Features
- 1080i Display
- DTV Tuner
- High-Brightness CRTs
- High-Brightness 4-Element Lens System
- Magic Focus Auto Digital Convergence
- 1080i Digital Video Processor
  - 3 HD Aspect Modes
  - 6 SD Aspect Modes
  - 1080i/720p/480p/480i Input Compatible
  - Split Screen/Picture in Picture
- High-Contrast Fine-Pitch Screen
- 3-Color Temperatures
- Edge Enhancement (SVM)
- Black Enhancement
- Digital 3D Y/C Comb Filter
- Energy Star Compliant

Audio Performance Features
- MTS Stereo/SAP with dbx™
- Simulated Surround Sound
- Full Range Speaker System

Convenience Features
- Day and Night Memory by Input with Timer
- Front Panel Menu Controls
- Universal Remote Control
- 3-Language On-Screen Display
- Parental Locks (V-Chip)
- Closed Caption Decoder
- Sleep Timer
- Discrete IR Codes
- 2 Piece Cabinet

Specifications
- Color: Gray/Black

Inputs/Outputs
- HDMI™ High-Definition Multimedia Interface: 1
- Wideband Component Video Inputs: 2
- S-Video Inputs (Rear/Front): 2/1
- AV Inputs (Rear/Front): 4/1
- Antenna Inputs: 1
- Center Channel Input: 1
- Fixed/Variable Audio Output: 1

Dimensions
- Height: 59 15/16"
- Width: 61"
- Depth: 25 3/8"
- Weight: 259 lbs.

Warranty
- 1 Year Parts and Labor Warranty
- 2 Year Tube Warranty

Due to variances in program productions and transmissions not all of the 1080 signal is displayed.
Not QAM Compatible, 480i Output
Requires the internal tuner plus an external tuner or other source device
HDMI input is compatible with DVI-HDTV (HDCP) signals when combined with an adapter cable. Adapter cable is not included.

All specifications and dimensions are subject to change without notice. Refer to www.hitachi.us/tv for updated custom installation specifications.
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